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Council Bans

SJS Mintiii"(’,:forite
Males on Campus

The Weather

(This is the first in s series of -Questographers’ by Spartan Deily staff
member Jim Downs. Jim plans to "scoJt" the campus for student reaction
on certain subjects.)

Some engineer dropped a rock
By JIM DOWNS
tied to a hunk of string into
San Jose State college girls as a whole gladly put themselves on Shasta dam to find out that
She spot last week when they acclaimed San Jose State college men enough water has poured Into the
reservoir to last San Francisco for
as . . . "Okay . .. good looking as a ’whole ... mannerly . .. good
two years. What the hey, what
dressers . . . terrific . . . end wonderful!" Although opinions varied about Milpitas?
in some cases, the Spartan fairer sex responded with dauntless
Tomorrow will be cloudy in
enthusiasm to the question, "What
If you needed help, the Chest parts but slightly warmer with
do you think of San Jose State would help you; why not give it maybe a high of 74, but with a
cool 44 tonight.
your support now?
college men?"
The main drawback to SJS men
according to a few girls was the
fact that "They’re too demanding." Most girls would not commit themselves further. One girl
who wished to remain anonymous
said, "Some of the nice ones fool
you and practically turn into savages on dates."
Due to limited space, we were
forced to print only statements
which we consid?red to best express the girls’
,pinions and give
9n accurate crossiection of the
feminine views on
Spartan men.
Beverly Schaef.!er, sophomore: "I
think they’re wonderful, why? Am
I supposed to say something intelligent now? They are very
like San Jose
State boys better
than Stanford
boys."
Jean Martin,
senior: "I like
them fine as long
as it’s purely on
a friendly basis.
,
My interests lie elsewhere. I’m
pinned to a fellow from Stanford.
San Jose men are little too demanding."
Barbara Whithey, sophomore:
"They’re as good
looking as any
group of college
men if not better.
Mhst of them
have a very good
sense of humor,
but they could be a little more
gentlemanly. But that goes for
men in general not just San Jose
men. All in all
they’re a pretty
swell bunch of
fellows."
S ha ron
tram, sopho"I think
they’re okay.
But, ’Angels
Camp, Calif.’ men
are a lot better. I happen to be
going with a fellow from there."
Nicide Hodgins, sophomore:
"Ilmfrunm, this is
a ticklish sub
ject! They’re really tops, they
take you to nice
places, not just
the same old
thing all the tim(
like going to a
show. They’re sincere although they are a little too
demanding. If you go out with
them over a couple of times, they
start considering
you their girl."
Jackie Avery,
sophomore- "I
think they are
fine. There seems
to be pretty
much of a yeti,ety of all kinds,
a variety in
looks and personalities.:

-

kies
Footbal
Can Be- Prosecuted

By BILL CHAMBERS
A resolution directed against football lottery cards, and other
forms of gambling on campus, was passed unanimously yesterday
afternoon at the Student council meeting in the Student Union building at 3:45 o’clock.
The resolution states, "that gambling and soliciting of gambling

artan Dail

on campus is detrimental to the
college, and we recommend that
the Student court take the necessary action to prevent gambling on
the San Jose State college cam -

According to the Student council
the Associated Student Body constitution gives the Student court
the right to revoke ASH privileges
Number 25 and to recomniend action by the
Volume XXXIX
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college administration if a student
is found guilty of action detrimental to the college.
Tom Evans opened discussion on
the issue by saying, "It isn’t our
place to decide whether it’s good
or bad."
Other council members then expressed their views on the subThe Campus chest drive is underway. Already miny SJS stu- ject as follows.
Vince Malone ... "If we don’t
An exchange rally with Fresno dents have been contacted and many more will be before the drive
act on this, the administration
State college has been arranged, ends with a rally tomorrow evening.
will. They will bring in outside
according to Ed Dickinson, ChairA $2500 goal has been set for the quarter’s only fund-raising law enforcement and that won’t
man in charge of rallies.
committee members are asking full support on the part of look good for student governThe Fresno State college Rally drive and
ment."
body to meet the*
student
the
committee will bring their show
1.ud Spolyar ... "If we can take
quota.
,eollege
here to Srd Jose State
_at
care of it ourselves it shows wu
Wing
andJeanne
K
‘---ehuck
the Mo
Dailey auditorium
are organized and puts us in a
tomorrow at8 p.m.
This win, Campus chest co-chairmen,
better light with the administraquotas
for
individual
are
asking
rally will be -held in conjunction
tion. We should take care of it
on the part of every student. "If
with the Campus Chest rally.
ourselves. It will be bad publicity
The SJS Rally committee will each student would set an indiif outside enforcement has to be
drive
our
quota
of
30
cents,
vidual
appear at Fresno this evening with
called in and the city newspapers
the
mark,"
would
above
go
52500
a show organized by the "Campus
get hold of it."
Funny Boys," Ed Dickinson and asserts Wing.
, The absentee ballot !moth in the
Bob Madsen . . . "The Student
different
agenTwenty-three
John Piot ti.
Student , Union closes today at council cannot say what the penTransportation to the Fresno cies derives benefits from the 3:30 p.m. All.applications for bal- alty will be. It is not within our
rally will be by chartered bus, ac- (’ampus chest drive. The largest lots must be in the county clerks’ power. Prosecution and penaltieii
cording to Dickinson. The bus will portion, 81809, is to be donated offices tomorrow, so most of those are up to the Student court. Ws
be at the Student Union building . to the 21 different agencies of mailed today have a good chance are merely saying that we feel it
the loco! Vematnimity -chest-white to make t
at 12:30 p.m.
doadliner according,_ to is- detrimental and illegal."
The program for the rally at the Cancer fund and the March Bob Whitall, - chairmyn of the
Bob King, chief justice of the
Fresno will consist of Don Dean’s of Dimes will divide the remain- Yount; Republicans of SJS.
Student court, said of the resolucombo, a monologue by Ed Hay- ing 11700.
-The Young Republicans have tion, "Under this ruling any nwmA one-hour portion of the SJS- sponsored the booth for the
den, several comedy routines by
past lwr of the ASH found btOng oe
Dickinson and Piotti and several Fresno rally tomorrow night will week, furnishing ballot appli- selling lot ter y tickets can be
other acts as yet not decided up- feature student talent on behalf of cations and mailing them out.
brought before the Stutlent court
the Campus campaign. Ron Laon, said Dickinson.
"A great tnan
s.tudent have for violation of Article V, Section
The make-up of the rally Fresno Mar and Bob Dean, after holding exercised their right to vote in 4, Clauses 1 and 4 of the ASB
will bring here has not yet been auditions and rehearsals all last this manner, and have found the constitution.
disclosed, but according to Dickin- week, are presenting a wide vari- service a convenient one, Whitall
"Any individual Student, stuson, "If it is like last year’s Fres- ety of entertainment. Eleven stu- asserted.
dent grail), campus organization
good
Dean
and
LaMCs
dents, besides
no exchange rally, it will be
Spartans whose applications or faculty member may bring to .
Mar, will perform everything rang- have already been mailed out will the attention
comedy."
of the Student
ing from a monologue to a hula- receive their ballots immediately, court, by means
of a letter, any
hula number
ASK violations.
Whitall reported.
Leona Crouch is the girl pre"This letter should contain the
senting the Campus chest hula itvlice Hays, Del Duke, and Ruth epames of violators, names, and
number while Marilyn Russell is Rector are trio members; Misty addresses of all witnesses, and
the monologizer. Ingrid Andersson Gallot and Ron LaMar, duet; and name, address, and ASB number of
and Rosemary Govveta will pre- Rosalie. Anzalone, the soloist.
the person signing the complaint
Monello Williams, a tap dem- This letter can be left in Box S
sent a couple of piano solos each
and Gordon Schovldice is a sched- cer, could he is show-stopper fo- at the coop or given to a Student
morrow night, according to court member."
SACRAMENTO, Oct. 31- With uled ukelele’ artist.
California’s election just a week
"In the way of vocal numbers," Wing. "A tap dancer with a
away, betting odds today favored says Dean, "we are providing stu- -good delhery is hard to find,"
Warren for governor, Nixon for dents with solos, duets, and trios." agrees LaMar.
senator, while Brown and Shattuck were even for attorney general.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Fresno State
To Be Guests
At Rally Here

Campus Chest Drive
Gets Underway Today

Ballot Booth
For Absentees
(loses Today

UP ROUNDUP

Bel:Odds Favor Nixon,
Warren in Election

Eighty-five thousand frogs died
tast year of hernia. By proper
medical care, nearly 85,431 frogs,
slinging from three weeks to one
month of age, would be alive today. Give piles to the Campus
chest.

Governor Earl Warren is 5 to 1
to be re-elected over James Roosevelt, and even money to win by
600,000 votes.
Republican Richard Nixon is 2
to 1 over Democrat Helen Gahagan Douglas.
Offers to ’bet that the legalized
gambling proposition will lose by
I 400,000 votes have not been covered.
NEW YORK, Oct. 31.-- John
13oettiger, 50, the former husband
of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s only
daughter, ended his life today ’in
a plunge from a Seventh floor hotel
window as his third wife flew here
to be with him on their wedding
anniversary.
Boettiger battered down a male
nurse assigned to guard ’hint’
DIGGING THROUGH ROMP old flies, the Spartan Daily ran
against himself in his suite at the ,
an excellent argument for the Campu4 Chest drive. The
across
pa-.
in
and,
swank Hotel Weylin
shows Student V members working on the new house
picture
above
lamas fresh from his bed and a they received lost year. Community Chest is OUP of Student V sponfretful sleep, dived through the. sors. Other organizations partly sponsored by Community Chest
windotv to the sidewalk of East funds are: the Catholic Women’s center, YMCA, and VW(7A. Frosit
photo by Grnelin
camp also is an outgrowth of the drive..
54th street.

1RC Meets Today
To Elect Officers

An important meeting of the
International Relations club has
been called for today at 3:30 in
Room 20. The executive committee composed of Dolores MacDonald, Lucretia Tully, Tom Cameron
and Maurice Duke hopes that
there will be a 100 per cent turnout of memebrs. They also are
anxious to have new members
come to the meeting.
They
especially invite freshmen to join _
the club.
Officers for the year will be
eleeted-, and planslaid
the
meetings for the entire quarter.

CCF to Present
’Hope for China’
"Hope for China," a sound motion picture in color, will be presented under the auspices of CCF
at 12:30 p.m. today in Room 155.
It is open to all students.
The picture will be presented
for the China Inland Mission by
the Moody Institute of Science.
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EDITORIALS
Campus Chest Quota Is Many Funds in One
Each year, in the past, students at San Jose State college were
pestered by multitudes ’of fund-reising clfiVec.--tf-seerth-ou
SJS used to have a different campaign every week.
Drives eventually became so numerous that the majority of studnts didn’t know to what causes they were donating. As a result,
students became offended and voiced objections Through the Thrust
._
and Parry column in the Spartan Daily.
So much wood was ground up into pul? for "tag-day" purposes
last year, that construction .on the women s gym had to cease because of lack of material. Towards the end of the year, many
students grew tired of constantly reaching for their wallets. Instead,
they bent their elbows for other purposes.
Hence, campus drives increased in number tind decreased in
-eceipts. This was the time for rational campus thinkers to come
forth with a new idea. They did. Since other schools hold Campus
Chest drives, why not have one here, asked SJS thinkers.
Thus the idea was introduced that SJS should limit itself to one
big drive per quarter.
On the surface, the Campus Chest quota of $2500 seems pretty
steep. Each sludent would have to donate about $37.71 to attain
this goal. For that kind of money you can geit a bottle of eastern
beer and still have $2.71 to jingle.
Jeanne Kerwin and Chuck Wing, Campus Chest co-chairmen,
however, are optimistic. So far, they have received excellent cooperartion from all committee members, who agree that each Spartan student would not miss four-bits if it was donated to some
worthy cause.
In this case, the four-bits would be donated to 23 worthy causes.
rancer fund and March of Dimes each will receive about $350
ttnd the -rettnainin-941-800- is to- bre dis-tritn-ted to -2-1--ayeTicie of the
Community Chest.
When $2500 is spread that thin, actually it iin t a of.
J. A.

Blood Is Something YOU Can Give
Blood and Guts.
That’s an expression that H :ome into our language through the
r’cturesque nickname of General Georgie Patton.
Blood, Sweat-, and Tears.
That’s another expression commonly used nowthe rncvleg re r-,ark Winston Churchill uttered when England’s back was TO the wall.
Blood for Korea.’’
A new expressionen eeptessio7 loaded with
you and I today on this college gempus. Blood from this campus 11 ’weeded and ’ it is needed now. It
doesn’t take "guts- or -sweat or tears’ to give it. It only takes 30
minutes of time and no effort.
The need Js so great now thsit tit
uot
p-ints -orblood per day. One hundred donors must contribute every
day in order to keep the supply floWnq.
, San Jose State college has set its goal at 350 pintsthis
from a student.rfaculty population of some 7800 active, healthy
citizens.
The Spartan student can do one of two things -right now. He
can walk over to the Men’s gym ond sign a pledge card in the P.E.
office. That means that he is pledging to appear when the Mobile
Blood Center arrives on campus in the early part of December.
Or better yet, he can walk over to the Blood Center, 440 N.
First street, right now and make a donation today or tomorrow.
The need is that’ urgent.
There can be no failure of San Jose State students to tweet
the goal ... There will be more lost than "sweat and tears" if we
do not.

Thrust and Parry Pity the Poor Football Team
Dear Thrust and Parry:
lems experienced by the normal
When I read Mr. Harrison’s let- student. I would want the boys
ter last Friday aboilt the unCom- to have their minds completely
mon incivilities we students show free from these troubles so that
to members of the football team, they could devote their full attears came rushing to my eyes, tentions to the problem of beatand I was hard put to conceal my ing the opposition to a pulp each
week-end.
overwrought emotions.
Mr. Harrison’s proposal that we " I’ll go one step further and
show the members of the football make a deal. If I can be assured
team we appreciate their .ath- that the football team will come
letic exertions, is indeed a noble around and congratulte me the
-ene After all, I think we shottl&-few-t.imes-of-the-yearthat-1-manrealize that they, too, are more age to get an E for effort on a
human beings with all the feel- test, I shall be more than willing
to dash up to each player every
ings of Mr. Average Man.
However, it seems to me that week and exhaust myself with
Mr. Harrison does not go half words of appreciation and stimfar enough. In my humble opin- ulation.
However, it seems only fair to
ion we should build an addition to
the new varsity house to afford say that Idid not ask the boys
each player a suite of rooms to to come here and I did not ask
himself. I am sure that this would them to play football. What they
boost his morale to the point do with their time is no concern
where he would eat tigers raw if of mine. It is equally true that
they did not ask me to come to
necessary.
And I only wish we could afford college, althotfgh I sorely missed
to pay each man a comfortable this -Much needed encouragement.
celery so that he would not face We must all be brave, and do the
the frustrations of financial prob- best we can, always keeping in

(Ed. Note: This is the first of two articles dealing with Proposition C and its relation 40
college parking difficulties).

the

betterment ip;

By BRUCE BROTZMAN
With the voters of San Jose on the verge of approving a plan designed to give them more and
better parking facilities, the college car owner, voter or not, niiturally asks: "What’s in it for me? Will
the passage of this bill enable me to park closerto Washington Square?" The answer to this question
is both yes and no. It depends on the city and it depends on the student.
AS TO THE NEGATIVE

AS TO THE AFFIRMATIVE

Employees of the PG SE E
By establishing off-street parking lots in this and other areas
and other business establishments
near college use student parking
about town, proponents of the
measure point out that shoppers,
areas. But they are few in number
PG & E employees and other nonand constitute only "a drop in the
students who currently take up
bucket". Elimination of them as
users of college parking spaces
college parking spaces will be afforded facilities elsewhere. This
will only provide a few more feet
is true. Employof curb space.
ees of the 14 &
Moreover, it is
E, whose plant is
questionable whelocated on Third
ther the setting
near San Fernanup of oft-sfreet
do street have
"Shall the Parking Authority of the tity of San Jose, in
lots will eliminaccordance with the provisions of the ’Parking Law of 1949’, be
their own parkate the "squatauthorized to adopt the revenue bond method of financing the
ing lot, but it is
ters" from coltoo small to acacquisition, construction, establishment and operation of offlege’ parking arstreet parking facilities?"
commodate all of
eas. Motorists
the cars; hence,
are not going to
drive into a lot and pay for space
The above measure is virtually the workers seek out the llearest
when they can drive a short block assured of approval Nov. 7 be- curb space sans. parking meters.
and procure free curb parking. cause the parking situation in They find these spaces along the
The majority of college car own- San Jose is plainly deplorable Student Union and Fifth street.
In addition, employees of proxers still will have to park out of, and the opponents are not orsight of and beyond hailing dis- ganized and have received little imal restaurants, dives and service
tance of the campus.
pnblicity. Moreover, the pro- stations utilize the handy free
A civic master plan for the set- ponents have received strong parking areas about college.
However._dotined to provide the
ting up of the off-street parking support from the press and civic
lots is as yet non-existent. Ac- leaders and organizations. Argu- most parking facilities for collegcording to Robert McNamee, ac- ments against the plan are on ians will be The off-street lots that
tive proponent of Proposition C. the_whole motives of individuals will be set up near the eallerr
the work to be done by., the Park- and are easily disproved. The San Jose State college is located
ing Authority is in the very early board will operate on. a city- near enough to the central shopwide basis and in conjunction ping district so it is safe to assume
planning stage.
that a lot or lots will be forthIn a statement to the Spartan with the city piurihingeemmlsDaily. McNamee emphasized the sion. Members will receive no coming in this area.
wages. They will have power to
The steps by which the Parking
following very strongly:
regulate -the fees charged park- Authority will "make" a parking
"The establishment of off-street
parking lots is not going to be ac- ing lot patrons and will pass on lot are four-fold: (1) using its
complished immediately upon the the bids submitted by prospect- power of eminent domain, it conpaRsing of Proposition C. Parking ive private operator’s of the lot,. demns the property (2) the lot by
"made", (3) revlots will not
enue bonds ar,!
spring Up oversold to cover thenight. It’s goin
Cost s,
t
alletiate the preturned over to
What conclusions can we come to by evaluating the above
private operators.
situation
sent
An off-street
and will be a pros and cons?
lot especially proconstant up-h ill
In regard to the passage of Proposition C eliminating busi: , vided for the
fight because the
ecnof
einevnshOF’
oc
Astuf_workers horn college -parking areast-14-tiepenels en
I pers, but also oprapidly."
when an off-street lot would be
Reason why the betterment of set up in the area, how close it en to college parking is not the
the parking situation will be’ so -would be to the businesses that only way by which collegians could
extended is that business land that now encroach on college parking benefit by passage of this proposiwould be converted to parking lots land, and the fee to be charged tion. Robert McNamee, chairman
is too expensive for rapid-fire ac- patrons. If the lot is close to town of the Junior Chamber of Comand the fee charged nominal, the merce speakers’ bureau and a
quisition by the city.
member of the campaign commitTherefore, with this in mind, Proposition would in all likelihood tee pushing the propasition, rejust as it is safe to assume that do a pretty fair job of eliminating ported that a lot could be set up
lots will some day be located pear the "squatters".
Otherwise, the Rot- would- only by the city and which would be
the college, it is just as safe to
be
successful in this respect by open to college students only.
assume that these lots will be the
A college car owner, by paying
last to be ,set up, especially if a attracting women drivers in gen- a fee, could park here all day. Inlot or lots were to be used ex- eral and men drivers only when cluded in the Parking Authority’s
adverse weather conditions set in
clusively for college parking.
jurisdiction is levying of parking
The city is going to satisfy the to make distant parking objec- fees. Proponent McNamee skid
merchants first and with a slow tionable, The same argument could that fees would have to be Sigh
process, you can see where you, as also apply to students using the enough to cover expenses of the
a college car owner, stand. A col- lots.
Parking Authority
of
lege freshman today. might bene- In regard to lots being set up the--P.A. would not (members
receive any
fit when he is a senior, if his luck tepetially Ior7the use of students: salaries or commissions or wages),
Lots in this respect are necessarily
and his car hold out.
contribute to the income to pty
Another thing to keep in mind in the distant future. Land is high. off the revenue bonds,
and provide
The
city
will
be
more
or
less
conis that even with parking lots
a profit to the operators. However,
within easy reach and distance of cerned with satisfying the -down- McNamee said, parking fees baked
the campus, the student parker town merchants primarily and the of the student porkers
-would be
will nevertheless try to find a acquisition of property will be a fair and no
"gouging’...would take
slow
process.
The
initial
lots
to
be
free space along the curb and will
place.
not drive into a lot except as a set .up will in all probability be
Another way by which the passlast resort. Paying money to park, out of reach for college parking. age of this bill would
protect the
Even
when
student
lots
are
eseven a slight amount, is distastecollege parker is that it would stop
tablished,
they
will
not
be
uSed
ful to the average student. Even
the encroachment of parking metthough no gouging of the students until all other free parking spaces ers around the
would be permitted by the Park- are taken up. How far away a meters are underSquare.. Parking
ing Authority, the definition of a student is willing to drive from of the city council the jurisdiction
end the Parkfair price is relative.. What is fair campus in order to evade a park- ing Authority
any
to one person is very expensive to ing tariff is relative and depends say as to theirwould not have
use H ever, the
on his bankroll and the weath
_
nnther
es a s ment of off-street parking
The possibility that parking lots con it ons. , omen students, most lots wOuld
provide the merchants_
likely,
will
i
utilize
the
handy
parkwill substantially decrease the
with customer parking facilities".
number of incoming parking met- ing lots More readily than their
ants will see to it that their cusers is open to question. The split male co-students.
In regard to lots being set up tomers have first call to the fajurisdiction of meters under the
council and parking lots under near college and open to both cilities, by barring college parking.
the Parking Authority is the college and business parking: San between certain hours.
In regard to the Proposition
drawback here. It is a simple Jose State college is near enough
thing for the merchants to "per- to the central shopping district stopping the influx of parking mesuade" the city legislators that along First street to warrant off- ters oround Washington Square:
lots are not accomplishing their street lots being set up, possibly This is perhaps the, most contropurpose and that more meters are along Third and Fourth streets versial question and the hardest to
needed, especially around Wash- and the east -west tributaries. Here agree upon. The Parking Authoragain the slowness of the process ity, as it is set up, has no say a11
ington Square.
will.somewhat hamper lots belng to’the use and extent of parking
mind that this is indeed a truly set up in this area. With lots close meters. Meters come under the
cruel world.
to school, however, there is al- jurisdiction of the city council on(Continued on page 3)
Maurice L. Duke, ASB 2127. ways the possibility that merch-

To Park . . .
Or Not to Park

Proposition ’C’

Conclusions_.

’School for Scandal’ Hits
Boards Tomorrow Night
By NANCY LOUGHLIN
Lords and ladies of eighteenth century English society will cavort
in true Restoration -style comedy tomorrow night at 8:15 o’clock when
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s "School for Scandal" hits the boards of
the college Little Theater. Some 20 student actors will be starred or
featured.
Under the direction of Miss
Elizabeth Loeffler, the play
will star Warren Blomseth as
Sir Peter Teazle and Gloria
Pitcher as Lady Teazle, the two
Instigators
of
Partakes
de
l’amour intrigue.
James Jensen will play Sir Joseph Surface, the hypocritical villain of
the piece, who charms the
youthful Lady Teazle away
from her aged spouse to further
his. own designshe tries, anyway.
Fred Adair will play
Charles Surface and Stanley
Schwimmer, Sir Oliver Surface,
brother and father, respectively, of Joseph.’
In supporting roles ’are Betsy
Smith as Mrs. Sneerwell, Martha
Bowline as Maria, Judith Levy
as Mrs. Candour. Jack Byers as
Crabtree, and. Joseph Markham
as Sir Benlamin Backbite. Also
featured are Bert Graf as Rowley. Robert Collins
loses, John
Allogretti as Sn ke. and Tom
Patterson as Careless.
Richard Risso, Enid Cardena,
and Lee Leidig are featured also.
. ’Dress rehearsals for the play
started Monday, Oct. 29, and in
the , words ,of Miss Loeffler.
"should shape up for a pretty
good production Thursday night."
Costumes, designed and ext.- -eTrted by -3Ilies Berneice PHA
aid her class in stage (’Datumare in the completion
pier .
Every afternoon the Little
Theater is busied with the activities of Mr. James Liol, technical adviser of the drains department, and his assistants
who are preparing the stage
for opening night. Again, Mr.
J. Wendell Johnson’s originally-designed settings n ill he employed_

SAN JOSE CONCERT SERIES
AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
FRI. EVE., NOV. 10, 8:30

RUBINSTEIN
"King of Pianists"
3.60, 3 00, 2 40, 1.80, 1.20 inc. fax
San Jose Auditorium CY 3-6252
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New
NEW

FASHION CLEANERS
-- AND DYERS
EXPERT CLEANING
ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING
COSTUMES
24-HR. SHIRT SERVICE

277 E. San Fernando
Across Street from School

CY 3-3833

Christmas Cards
Largest assortment of quality
cards in San Jose.
Many sample books of
cards for pensonalislAt,_

EVERYDAY CARDS
for all purposes.

PRINTING
of every kind in most
modern styles, newest type.
Specializing in social and
vvedding in itations.
Quick Set% Wt..

Stationery
MELVIN Printing

118 S. SECOND
East Sisk South

of San Fernando

Author Probes
Psychoanalysis
By HOMER SLATER
One of the mos t significant
books of the decade, Dr. Karen
Horney’s "Neurosis and Human
Growth: The Struggle Towafd
Self-Realization," has reached the
bookstores this month. The volume is the first in five years from
the pen of the culturally oriented
psychoanalyst who differs greatly
with most of Freud’s theories.
In "Neurosis and Human
Growth" Dr. Homey concentrates
on one concept of her theory of
neurosis propounded in "Our Inner Conflicts," published in 1945.
The concept, that of the -Idealized
image. "was the gateway to the
whole area of infra psychic processes -presented in this book," she
states in her latest book.
Dr. Homey believes that before the Idealized imagean attempt at self-glorification
is
gradual! y and unconsciously
formed, the neuroties basic anxiety, "a profound insecurity and
vague apprehensiveness," is developed in childhood through a
variety of adverse’ influences,
such as parents’ being "dominating, overprotective, Intimidating,
irritable, overexaeting, overindulgent, erratic, partial to other
siblings, hypocritical, and indifferent.
-.The cramping pressure of his
basic anxiety prevents the child,"
Dr. Homey believes, "from relating himself to others with the
spontaneity of his real feelings
and forces him to find ways to
cope with them. He must iunconAciously) deal with them in
ways_ which do_not -arouse, oe increase, .but rather allay his anxiety."
This first loose integration,
Dr. Homey holds, "has a determining influence ii p o n the
further course that neurotic development takes
and entails
certain changes in t h e whole
personality." , ... Later on in
life, because the individual lives
in a competitive society, "he can
only develop an urgent need to
lift himself above others ... Not
Only is his real self prevented
from a straight growth, but in
addition his need to evolve artificial, strategic. ways to cope
with others has forced him to
override his genuine feelings,
wishes, and thoughts . . . (It
does not matter what he feels,
If only he is safe.)"
Then, "gradually and unconsciously, the imagination sets to
work and creates in his mind an
idealized image of himself. In this
process he endows ItimselLWith unlimited powers and with exalted
faculties; he becomes a hero, a
genius, a supreme lover, a saint, a
god." From then on, "The energies driving toward self-realization
are shifted to the aim of actualizing the idealized.
A person to the extent that he
is neurotic develops the need for
perfection as the mos t radical
drive toward actualizing the idealized image.
The most obvious
drive is neurotic ambition, "the
drive toward external success."
This drive tends toward excelling
In everything, but the main ambition, such as being the greatest
greatest athletic
h e r o, may well change several
times in a lifetime, and% usually
does. The thirds element of the
idealized image Is the drive toward a vindictive triumph, whose
"chief aim is to put others to
shame or defeat them through
one’s very success; or to attain
the power, by rising to prominence,
lo inflict suffering upon them
mostly of a humiliating kind."
The small space I have does not
even suggest the scope and prou nd i,t y of Karen Horney’s
trenchant thought. Her book is
rich in penetrating insights into

Individual and cultural problems.
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Weather Man
Praises Novel Profes§or. Wichers’ Eager Students
y Dos Passos Become Ikgular ’Head Hunters’
While mulling over a malt, favorite authors and works thereof
often dominate the conversation.
In. speaking of the Dos Pasaos
"novel" that we most cherish, we
find that an alarming number of
students have not experienced his
most ambitious work, "USA."
The conimon reason for this
omission seems to be the size
of the work. USA is a triology
of separately- pulillsTied hovels
each of which exceeds 400
pages, the last almost reaching
600, so that its near 1500 pages
won’t be finished at a weekend at your Aunt Harriet’s.
We earnestly recommend that
you read and try to -understand
this author-and this work. And
neither is easy to do. But you
will never regret the effort no
matter what your present attitudes are towards the problems
which Dos Pasios explores.
A tremendous help in understanding Dos PaW40/4 will be
found in the.., introduction of
his’first novel, "Three Soldiers."
In- this he explains what he is
trying to do and the explanation doesn’t differ for "USA."
He dispenses with "the girlish
romantic gush about sell-expression . . . making a living by selling daydreams, sensations, packages of mental itchingpowders
. . . land of course . . . writing
for money."
No Day Dreams
Dos Passos wrote that introduction 13 years after he finished
"Three Soldiers" and when you
get into the first chapter of
"USA," you’ll find that the in
troduction could be shared by the
twe works.
Granted, even considering the
magnificence of this work, to
the over-loaded, time pressed
College student, the length of
the book is a draw-back. Ideally, "USA" should he rend over
a period of three or four months
(WE have been reading and reeliding it for two years). -fir
its greatness "USA" offers almost too much thought food
and if,,,not taken over a long
period of time much of the meat
there will be lost,
___But,noniat4eewhenor-71inw
or by what means, read it.
"The young man walks by himself, fast but not fast enough, far
but not far enough . . . he must
catch the last subway, the streetcar, the bus, run up the gangplanks of all the steamboats, register at all the hotels, work in
the cities, answer the want ads,
learn the trades
. . one bki is
not enough, one job is not enough,
one life is not enough. At night,
head swimming with wants. he
walks by himself alone . . . the
ears busy to catch the speech
are not alone; the ears are caught
linked tight by the tendrils of
phrased words, the turn of a joke,
.
linking tendrils of speech . . .
spread over pavements, grow out
alonU
broad
parked
avenues,
speed with the trucks leaving on
their long night runs over roardown
ing highways,
sandy byroads past wornout farms
. . . drift slow down rivers widening to the sea and the hushed
beaches."
Slice of Continent
And in the last, "USA is the
slice of a continent . . . a set of
laws bound in calf, a radio network, a chain of moving picture
theaters . . . a pulic library full
of old newspapers and dogea red
history books with rotest scrawl-

on

Photography profesaar H. W.
Wichers displays results of his
students’ head-hunting safari.
photo by Gilmore

1,(-ading Actress
Praises ’Scandal!

By RAY HASSE
From photographers to head
huntersit’s all in a day’s education for-students of Prof. ff.-W.
Wichers’ advanced photography
class. At least that’s what downhave
town
merchants must
thought when’ the students descended upon the department
stores in search of heads.
A day’s safari netted a total
of 10 heads, reported Prof. Wichers who further explained that
the heads are really used or disThese are to
carded manikins.
be used by the students when
they take up the study of photographic lighting control.
"At first it took a little explaining," said Prof. Wichers,
"but after that, the merchants
were very helpful."
The reason for using manikins,
he said, are the convenience of
posing them and the fact that
they eliminate the need for subjecting poi-sons to the intense
heat of studio lights.
MORE ON
PR( )POSITION

d’

By NANCY LOUGHLIN
Confirming the drama department -wide opinion that this season’s production of "School for
Scandal" is .one of the most amhitius undertakings ever attempted
in local drama circles is Gloria
Pitcher, feminine lead of the play.
-Miss Pitcher, ocharming hardeyed,.. honey-baked junior of 20
yedri;is-Portraying, for her first
starring role, Lady Teazle, the
frolicsome center of "l’affaires de
la coon:" in "School for Scan dal." .
Previous experience of hers is
confined Mostly to studio produclions; she played the role of Julie
in "Liliom." and the part of’ Anil
in "Dover Road."
She earned
small parts in "Love for Love"
and "Marriage Proposal,"
To---fhig’faTe of Lady ’ earire-She
brings a great deal of enthusiasm.
"I feel that while every
member of the cast considers it
a difficult selection, "Scandal"
will challenge everyone to deliver
their ben. She also brings to the role a
freshness which a more expz.rienced actress might not possess.
"Lady Teazle" will be watched
Thursday night with much interest towards hopes of a promising
new star on the SJS drama horizoo.
W
Weather

(Contknued from page 2)
ly. No one can predict in what
light the council will hold the offstreet parking lots. Do they alleviate the traffic and parking situation or are more meters necessary? If they deem that more meters are calledfor: :well
Taking Proposition C as a whole,
considering the possible benefits
and the possible detriments, it is
obvious that the former outweighs
the latter. College car owners have
nothing to lose by the passage. of
this bill; and more than likely.
something to gain in the way of
a few added parking spaces, and.
maybe in the future. some parking lots -all to ourselves.

Morn, Dad,
. or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
_the newly constructed

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th 3 E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved
CY 44075

***

Stages
/4

If you’ve attended your classes
during the Past few days, you
will probably be aware of the
falling stuff we call rain,
Should your interest .carry you
beyond this stage of mere identification, it would be worth your
while to take a trip to the natural science -building- to view- the
different stages of weather in
the confines of an exhibit in the
main corridor.
The exhibit consists of six
displays
carefully -constructed
showing authentic miniature’s
of weather a n d its activity.
These glass-encased visual aids
are designed to present a complete breakdown of weather
and include such stages as: the
formation of rain, the birth of
!us cloud, radar weather
a c
trainers, frontal systems, the
atmosphere, cyclones and the
Identification of clouds.

Pops"

HAMPTON
les

-lc

IT Sk4AttlAIDANCIEIlitl:3
IT’S A SHOW/
LEI’S

After-Game
"Victory Balt"
BRING YOUR DATE
FREE!’
PAY ONE
ADMISSION ONLY

FRI., NOV. 3
tt PALOMAR BALLROOM
*** lc* * *** at4t**it

e marg nit in pencil . .

USA is a lot of men buried in
their uniforms in Arlington Cemetery. USA is the letters at the
end of an address when you are
away from home. But mostly USA
is the speech of the people."
We can’t add anething further.
Read it.
Your Best Daily Double Selection
COFFEE and DONUTS at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

3

Ws all Greek to us, but . . .
We Cater to All Fraternities
and Sororities from Alpha to Omega

(iffV3 a i artea
7th & Santa Clara

T1

40e
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the SAE meet Moot question at tl
-ings -is- "How many of you guys
are going .to be drafted?" and
most of the men answer by saying they will enlist. Of course,

Alfred Leonetti,
Yvonne -Cancilla
,ciy Nuptial Yaks
A mid-morning nuptial mass at
Sacred Heart church united in
marriage former San Jose State
college co-ed Yvonne Cancilla and
Alfred Leonetti, The newlyweds
are now at home in Morgan Hill.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Cancilla of San
Jose. Her social affiliation is Phi
Rho Gamma. The benedict is a
graduate of the University of
Santa Clara.
Miss Cancilla chose a traditional
wedding gown of white Chantilly
lace over satin. Her fingertip veil
was held in place by a lace cloche.
She carried bouvardia and stephanotis centered by a white orchid.
Miss Barbara Bucher and Miss
Lorraine Leonetti assumed the
roles of bridal attendants. They
wore gowns of rust and green velvet accented’ by matching cloches
and bouquets of bronze spider
chrysanthemums.
Seating the guests were Robert
Kiefer, Daniel Buckley, Michael
Giansericusa,
and Bill
Rams.
Standing with the benedict at the
altar was Gene Yore.

J. Beeler Reveals
Betrothal News
At DG Meeting
Destined to be a June bride is
Joni Beeler, president of Delta
Gamma sorority. Miss Beeler announced her engagement to Chuck
Long -at a-recont house dinner_and
meeting.
A cluster of balloons’ hued in the
sorority’s colors of bronze, pink,
and blue were suspended from the
dining room chandelier. The balloons burst and from one fluttered
down a slip of paper containing
the romantic news. The traditional box of chocolates was passed
following the disclosure.
Miss Beeler is in her senior year
at San Jose State college and carries a kindergarten-primary major.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas C. Beeler of Palo
Alto.
The prospective benedict is a
chemistry major at the University
of California at Berkeley. He
formerly attended San Jose State
college. His parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul M. Long of Berkeley.

Home of the

by

Donnie Nunes
there are still others who refuse
to answer.
Lionel Goularte on active duty
with the U.S. Navy returned to
San Jose last week to be initiated
as a member of Kappa Alpha, and
Bill Patton, new initiate of Theta
Chi, left for the Air Force the
morning after his initiation. . .
It may not be TOO long before tbe
man situation returns to the list
of wartime scarcities, some pessimists believe. However, there are
still a few of us bptimists around!
Spooks were riding high this
weekend when most of the Greek
orgs held their eery dances in
honor of old Halloween. Alpha
Phis presented their party Friday
evening while Sigma Kappas
donned costumes Saturday night
to greet the goblins. Chi Omegas
came up with an interesting idea
of having a hayride before their
party at Mary Anne Gardens.
Delta Sigma Phi held its "Spook
Ball" at the chapter house Satur’day night and was, according to
Vic Holshevnikoff. "spook -sat ion-

Homecoming- Queen Batty Burke (standing with Jim Lovely. is shown beside the flaming symbol of
Sigma Alpha Epsilun as she WAS serenaded Monday evening at the Delta Gamma sorority house. Miss
Burke was bucked in t he queen contest jointly by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and Delta Gamma sorority.

al".

Delta rpsilon turned its old
house into a spook house last
night, but. says Don Laughrey.
guests didn’t meet guests concealed with masks. Instead guests
and members attended in school
togs ..and really gave Halloween a
royal farewell.
Popular man at the all-frat, allsorority party last week was Ray
Yonce. He greeted the guests with
free parcels of cigarettes, then
Mary Braunstein. M.C., announced
there was to be no smoking during
the performances. Speaking of the
affair, Dean Benz’s comment that
it should remain a definite activity perhaps speaks more . for the
party than any other things which
might have been said. Bill Marchant and the fellows must have
been quite proud of their second
annual party as the hall was overflowing with eager and enthusiastic Greeks.
Alphas will initiate a new
kind of bowl game this month, according to Lucky Rogers. It will
be the "Powder-Puff Bowl" where
the gals will have a chance to vie
for scrumptious trophy. As this
year will Inaugurate the touch
tackle turmoil, Lucky says the
contest will be conducted on "sudden death" terms. Reports have it
that Cal and USC conduct such
grid games for their sororities,
and it is one chance for the gals
to show the guys just how much
they really know about football.

FOR EVERY
OCCASION
FINE PRINTING

CIRCUS
i67 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

82 SOUTH SECOND

NOW AVAILABLE TO TAKE HOME

60c

DEEP TINS

Patty Burke, Delta Gamma sorority’s newly-elected Homecoming
queen, was serenaded Monday
night by members of her victorious
sponsor, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Patty says, "It was quite a surprise to be serenaded by the singing group and their flaming symbol."
After . the fraternity had rendered two -Songs, the sorority
members answered thq serenade
with several selections of their
own.
Official congratulations of Sigma Alpha Epsilon were bestowed
on Patty by Jim Lovely, member
of SAE.

.

Save money at
MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
where delicious breakfasts.
luncheons, and dinners ere
served within the school budget.
175 SOUTH FIRST ST.

itIpt
Xartinej
Men’s Wear

88 SOUTH SECOND

They’re warmi
They’re smart!
you’ll love ’ern!

Flannelette
Pajamas

NOW AT

Hunter-Peterson I
Equipment Co.
71 E. SAN

FERNANDO

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR RETURN CONTAINER AND YOUR
MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED

Wear ’ffm to sleep in! Wear ’ern
for midnight cramming! Wear
’em anytime and enjoy them . . .
because they’re cute and warm
Middy and coat styles in
solids, stripes, prints and plaids
Sizes 32 to 40. Sanforized!
$3.95

Olde Suivep /Mae
388 E. SANTA CLARA AT 9th
And 1201 S. FIRST ST. AT HUMBOLDT

TOP COATS
29.95

Patty was unofficially honored
earlier in the week with A bouquet of roses and a bunch of violets, official flower of the fraternity.

ShirfH-CORONA I
4

Water-Repellent
Gabardine

;The flaming symbol of SAE.was
used for the first time to honor
Patty, who was also sponsored in
the queen contest by her Delta
Gammas sorority sisters.

THE All-NEW

FRESH HOME-MADE
APPLE PIES
NINE-INCH

S

THE =loin
WORLD’S il
FASTEST
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER I’

DANCE BIDS

VICTOR LAMAR

Spartans!

SA Serenade Queen Patty Burke
With Songs and I tery Symbol Monday

to $5-95

SLIPPASOX . . .
ihe nw moccasin -soled
linitted-top house slipper.
$2.95

CYpress 4-2091
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Far Away

lacs

By MOISES de GUZMAN
To date the University of California has collected- S110.78**
their 1950 Chest Drive. Their goal of ;5000 is still way down and the
19.000 students have to do something to keep abreast with other
institutions.
Some might wonder if the University of Southern California is
the largest institution in enzol1-0
ment in the country as I had said. said
the Daily Northwestern,
The Daily Cali- organ
of the university.
fornian of the
The Blot and Blur, student
Univ’ersity of Cal- ’paper of Poiterville college said
ifornia- has
--that teachers are funny. Teacher Howard said that "I should.
in revenge.
"Poor Cal!" They have two periods of this chum."
comment that
Another professor, Mr. Ritz,
"t he, university didn’t show up to his sixth period
was not even American institution class. A stulisted among the dent went to Dean Jamison and
top 10, a,l1 of for a while the dean called -"Do
which has 20,000 you have a class this period?"
at. DE GUZMAN or more stu- The phone hummed a little.
dents." Why, Cal has 43,000 stu- "Goodness," was her aPOlogetic
remark. She taught. a fifth period
dents.
,
The University of Hawaii has a German class.
busy week. Perhaps one of the
heaviest in a year’s time. The
students are engulfed with debate
team competition, student politics,
AWS petitions, nominees for presiFOR SALE
dent of the student body, and an
For Sale: RCA wire recorder.
Aloha week preparation.
The University of Rochester, Used very little. Excellent condiN.V., is out a president. An In- tion. Will sell for less than half
quiring reporter was told to beat original cost. 456 S. Eighth street.
the bush by inquiring how the CY 4-4630.
Special! State jackets only
student body would set out selecting a president.
The ques- $16.50. Leather sleeves. Save $ $ !
tion: "If Groucho says ’no’, who Dink Clark’s Tennis Shop. 58 S.
then?" "But if he declines who Fourth street.
then?"
For Saler-Car Radio, Motorola
Malcom Nares, ’54 "I gladly six tube under dash model. Only
accept the nomination. My fellow used one month. $30. Phone Los
constituents and inspired members Gatos EL 4-1679.
_
of the freshman class, I need votes.
POE
RENT
I stand before you, because I’m
Two bedrooms, bath, breakfast
not behind you."
George Owen, ’52"Henry Wal- nook and kitchen with Frigidaire.
lace. To change this conservative Three men students. Everything
eastern university into a paradise furnished. $22.50 mo. each. 470
S. 10th street. CY 3-9780.
kit progressives.’
Large front room, shower, cen!Bob Clark, ’52--"I’d just as soon
tral
heating. Three boys. $18.50
sde Sally Rand. She would pass a
per month per boy. 52 S. 10th
lot of favorable motion."
4-3704.
tThe decision of*** State Board street, CY
Board for male students: Famoil Agriculture in regard to the
Alnerican, Associatidn of Univer- ily style. $35. 498 S. -11th street.
Sitj Professors request tora- reVaeanctew for college men with
vtewal of the faculty politics ban cooking privileges. $23 per month.
was withheld by President Han- 357 S. 13th street. Phone
nah of Michigan State college last CY 3-0474.
week pending notification of VicHomeless girls: Four rooms with
tor H. Noll, AAUP chapter presi- kitchen privileges, come to 544 S.
dent.
Seventh ’street.
With regard to the Chest
Clean Rooms. Four men. Co-op
Dri% I. at Michigan State college,
kitchen. Half block from school.
the college has gone over their
$25 each. 35 S. Fifth street. After
$15.004) goal. It’s quite a dif6:30 p.m.
ference with that of the CaliVacancy for two college men.
fornia Bears which has 43,000
One-half
370 S. Fifth street.
students.
An instructor at the University block frorn,college.
of Illinois walked into his first
class with pomposity and a brief
case in his hand. With every talent a professor should ,have, be
said, "Anyone here who isn’t *upPosed to be in American political
theory 397, please leave."
For a moment the whole astonished class mumbled and grumbled. Then the payoff- the whole
class gets up and begins herding
out of the door. The professor
made a lowly tune.- "For once I’m
wrong. This is political science
A
384, international relations."
professor can’t always be right

Ii Classified Ads 11

Announcements

Vets Contact
SF Offices

Delta Phi Delta: Tomorrow at
-p.m.- -meet -in -Room.
spec
Uusiness meeting. Bring
dues.
Veterans with questions conAquarium Club: 7:30 o’clock to- cerning
their subsistence necks
night meet in Room S206.
are asked to check with ilia VetTau Della Phi: All those who erans administration in Sanyranvolunteered to work in booth cisco and not, the Veterans office
check tower door today. Smoker on campus, according to Miss
at DeAnza hotel tomorrow night Edith Graves of the local office:
at 7:30 o’clock.
Miss Graves said the San FranBibliophiles: Tomorrow in L21,2 cisco office is the only one with
at 4:20 p.m. we will discuss plans files and information on the
for the quartet. Refreshments to check,
The address of the San
be served.
Franci. --office- of the- Veterans
Group C Freshman meeting: I administr lion is 49 Fourth street.
Freshman free at 10:30 a.m. today
attend meet in B25.
Occupational Therapy Club:I
Regular meeting tomorrow night
at 7:30 o’clock in B74. Talk by
All general, elementary and
Miss Booth and craft demonstrakindergarten - primary students
tion followed by refreshments.
Eta Epsilon: Members to be In their junior, senior, or gradinitiated tonight at 7:15 o’clock in uate years must pre-register in
Home Ec building must have ASB the Education office,ftRoom 60,
by Nov. 16 for Penmanship A
cards and be paid up on dues.
if
they wish to take the course
MI.’: Today at 12:30 in Room
during the winter quarter, ac
155 a movie, "Hope ’for China,"
cording to Dr. Lillian E. Billingwill be shown.
ton, associate professor of eduEngineering Society: Business cation.
meeting, movies in Room S210
Friday at 11:30 a.m.
AWS: Today at 4:30 p.m., Dr.
Moorhead will discuss propositions
on November ballot. Transportation furnished Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday to 211 Balbach street
for those helping stuff Christmas
Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, assistSeal envelopes. Those wishing
rides be at Student Union 1:30, ant professor of history at San
2:30 and 3:30 p.m. on these days. Jose State college, will *speak to
We will continue work all this members of the Associated
Women students this afternoon at
week from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
4:30, in Room 24. He will discuss
Junior Class Council: 3:30 p.m.
the propositions appearing on the
today meet in Student Union.
November election ballot.
Alpha Delta Sigma: Roger ConAccording to Miss Lynn Macdon to give lecture on advertising
Donald, program chairman, the
art in B94 tonight at 8 o’clock.
topic is to be presented with the
Delta Phi Upsilon: Meet in B7
hope that it will prompt greate.
today at 3:30 p.m.
and more intelligent paiticipation
ROTC: Those interested in in- in the state
elections.
ter-collegiate shooting or memberA business meeting will follow
at
be
team
rifle
varsity
ship on
Dr. Moorhead’s speech.
ROTC office 12:30 p.m. tomorrow,

K.p Pre-Reg

Our Special Student Dinners
$1.00
Help Yourself
Smorgasbord
Hot Bowl of Soup
Choice of

CIRCUS has

PRICED, AT JUST

FROM 50c

PINEAPPLE

BLONDE

STANDARD

TENOR

COLLEWTE

411.

CONCERT

All Makes
Priced from 4.95
AT

Campi’s Music
50 S. FIRST

CY 3-9291

Harpers BAZAAR

167 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

To all Girl Students:
Effective immediately, all girl students may
obtain tare special student rate on Harpers,.
Bazaar.
’Ibis offer makes available to
pers Bazaar at 25e per month,
address you desire...

students Harmailed to any

The single copy price of Harpers Bazaar incorporating Junior Bazaar, is 60f. This offer
is for 1. 2 and 3 year subscriptions only,
$3.00. $6.00 and $4.00.
All orders must state the student-subscriber’s
college and her graduating class year as Class
’50, ’51, etc.
Make aU checks payable to Harpers Bazaar.
Money orders to Harpers Bazaar, Los Angeles,
CHASE.
Harpers ’Bazaar Representathe

WARD

All orders must be sent in by

November 1.5.

IN SIZES

Vegetables, Potatoes
Ice Cream. Pudding or Sherbet
Coffee or Iced Tea

LUNCHEONS

LIKES

SPECIAL STUDENT. OFFER

JUNIOR
DRESSES
9 to 15

35C

SPECIALIZING
IN

magazines!

SMARTEST

CHICKEN CROQUETTS
Italian Style SPAGHETTI
STEAK SANDWICH

Man -Size Hamburger Sandwich
With Potatoes, Tomatoes,
and the Works

.The Rev. Scholten will discuss
the history, liturgy, and theology
of the Episcopalian church. Following the formal talk there will
be an open discussion and question period.
The ’group visits the church and
attends the first regular worship
service conducted by the visiting
speaker. FolloWing that service a
discussion is held with the pastor,
priest. or rabbi.

INSOMNIA?

for the ,

Come Here and Enjoy Your
Dinner With Us

al

_

LITTLE SHOP

37 W. SAN CARLOS STREET

The Rev.. Howard B. Scholten,
associate rector of Trinity Episcopal church, will be guest speaker at the regular meeting of fhe
the
Church Visitation group
Student Y, 272S. Seventh street,
at 7 p.m. tomorrow, according to
Rich xi Tyler, chairman of the

Will YOU be the one to hold the
Campus Chest back from its
Gout was responsible for 2305 quota?
fewer eggs being laid last year.
Hens simply can’t lay under such
circumstances! Give to the Campus chest and provide adequate
f o r underprivileged
sanitation
hens.

The

Please send

’

years

to:

Name

895

Address
School

5

Asst. Rector
Plans to Speak
To ’Y’ Group

Moorhead Speaks
To AWS Members

CHECK

Chalet Cafe
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Class year

Mail this form with check or money order to:
WARD CHASE
867 Oak Ridge Drive
Redwood City, Calif.
--
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Spartans Honor Coaches
Former Spartan Coach Pop Warner, left, is shown pointing to
the Golden Raider grid machine of 1940 as they defeated the University of San Francisco in a game played at Seals Stadium, 7-6.
Howie Costello (84) is shown above packing the pigskin for the
Spartans as Jack Sarkisian (5(i) leads the way to pay dirt. Warner
and Ben Winkelman led the San Jose forces at this time.

Warner, Winkelman Point Proudly

Perry. Releases Standings

I N A H’S
-511.95

Pointing with pride to the
1940 version of the Spartan grid
maehine and to the then Head
asniasie Coach Ben IVinlichnan, is former ads isory coach Glenn "Pop"
Warner. Warner and Winkelman will be among the Spartan
ex -coaches to be honored at Friday’s game.

SJS to Pay Tribute to Former
Coaches at Fresno Game Friday
By "ROD" RODRIGUES
Friday night’s 19th grid meeting between traditional rivals Fresno
State and San Jose State colleges has also been designated as honor
night for former Spartan football coaches, Publicity Director Danny
Hill said yesterday. The ex-Spartan mentors will be guests of the
college and will sit on a specia
bench alongside the players dui.ing the game.
:
Tribute will be paid the coaches!
during brief half-time ceremonies. I
and messages will be read from ’
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
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ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Corn* as you are.

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65

coaches unable to attend the
game. It will be San Jose State’s
thanks and appreciation
Vav of
to the men who have so largely
contributed to the athletic rise of
the Spartans from the obscure
’Normal’ school status of 1898
when football was first officially
introduced here, to the major, national rating of the college today.
Organizer and coach of the
DOM and White’s first unoffical
grid team in 1892, and of the
official squad of 1898, James
Edwin Addicott, 81 years young,
will be the top guest of the evening. A retired school teacher.
Addieott has just concluded 241
years service as principal of San
Francisco’s Polytechnic high
hoo I. Addicott’s co-worker
was the legendary Fielding
Yost, famous coach, who aseisted him in 1900-1901. Another legendary and almost
San Jose’s
Most Popular
Restaurant

Private Banquet Room

Since
1912

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

COEN DAILY
LUNCHEONS
DINNERS

Spaghetti, qt. 65c Ravioli, qt. 1Sc
A quart of each feeds six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Open 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.
175

SAN AUGUSDNE ST.
Downstairs

CY 4-5045

we cater to
Banquets &
Pa riles

31 E. Santa Clara St.
CY 4-4950

1

CIRCUS

DRIVE - INN

SANDWICHES ICE CREAM
CANDY and MILK at

HOT MEALS DAILY

San Jose Box Lunch

75
1098 E. Santa Clara St.

135. E. San Antonio, off 4th
Open ’till 2:45 p.m.

fabled figure was the famous
Willy Heston, Minnesota’s ail time, All-American who played
under Addicott here for the
Spartans. Heston
later was
lured to the mid -western college by l’ost, who had been
named head coach. Heston was
a member of Addicott’s ’Original Spartans’.
Addicott left San Jose in 1902,
leaving the coaching reins in the
hands of one of his pupils, Willy
Meese.
lie went to Columbia
university where he obtained additional degrees and then went
into the teaching profession.
Addlcott along with Ben Winkelman, Spartan
mentor In
1941-42; Glenn "Pop" Warner,
advisory
coach
In
1939-41;
Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, 1942;
(Continued on page 7)

Frank Arnerich’s

Oyster Loaf
Club Grill

Coach Bob Perry, intramural’ All -Stars (1-2) are holdity2; up
sports director, released the stand- the league.
ings of the four touch football
Hamblin Wrecks and Tijuana
leagues yesterday.
A.C.
Terrors are fighting it out
After two weeks of competifor top honors in tile second
Epsilon
are
Alpha
Sigma
tion,
independent circnit with two
leading Fraternity league No.
a ins and no losses.
one with three victories in as
many starts.
Theta Chi and
Pi Kappa Alpha are tied for
second with a 2-1 record, with
Sigma Pi (1-1), Theta Mu Sigma (0-1), Phi Sigma Kappa
(0-2). and Delta Sigma Phi
HOME OF THE COMPLETE
(0-2) running out the standFRIED CHICKEN DINNER
ings.
In the second frat league, Kap- RESTAURANT ROWPALO ALTO
pa Alpha and Delta Upsilon set
the pace with three wins and no
TRY THE
losses. Lambda Chi Alpha (1-21), Delta Sigma Gamma (1-2),
Alpha Tau Omega (0-2-1), and
Theta Xi (0-2) follow the leaders.
For Home -Cooled Food
In GIP Independent competl167
EAST SANTA CLARA ST.
Don, Newman club is on top In
the first league with two wins
in two games, while Chi Pi
Sigma Is still in the race with
Car Service
a 3-1 record.
After 7 p.m.
Hustling Hoard_ finds iteelf
third place after garnering two
wins in -three starts. Moss and
Under
Solis Tigers (1-1) and Stoeven’s
New
Management
There is a Choice of Many

Personal Hygiene Dept. at_

NCY

100

MOREHEADFLEMING
Ditut: to.

Preserlphow Pharmact’str
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CY PP
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Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room
1 Mile North of Mt. View

"A Real Dinner!"
?WISS STEAK
Creamy Mashed Potatoes, covered with
steaming hot, rich Gravy, Vegetables,
Bread, end Coffee.
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Ummn, Ummn . . . AR Yours at
the Barrel House for only 65c.
Big Servings to Spartans.

The Sante! liowe
131 West Santa Clara

COP, Spartans Tough
‘Bulldogs’ Whimper -

By MANNY ALVES
San Jose State college will play Fresno State college Friday night,
a team that their coach already says will lose to the Spartans because
of punishment handed them last week by the College of Pacific.
Fresno State college athletic officials announced today that they
may break off the school’s oldest football rivalry when the 1951 schedule is drawn up.
Officials, who asked not to be
quoted in a wire story, said there
is "strong feeling" that co
should be dropped front the schedule "at least until the teams are
more evenly matched."
The probability of this Is not
too certain since the Bengals
are getting stronger and are
making a continual bid for national prestige. Around Stockton the news Is already out that
COP has scheduled schools such
as Kentucky, Miami of Florida,

Blanova and Coast conference
teams for games in 1951-52.
Larry
Siemerling’s
Tigers
romped through the Fresno Bulldogs 52-7 last Saturday night in
one of Fresno’s worst defeats on
the gridiron.
Coach Duke Jacobs charged
that athletic officials had "bungled" in drawing the 1950 slate.
Ile was particularly down about
playing COP, San Jose State and
the year’s giant of the independ-,j
erns. Loyola, on successive week!
ends.
"It is a crying shame for us
In field a team against such a
big time club as Pacific," he
said. "We took a terrific physical beating and I don’t t kink
that our boys will be able to
fire bark against San Jose."
kfc- predicted that the Bulldiws,
_
,
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47).

would take another lacing from
San Jose. The Spartans may well
help him along on his prediction
after bouncing back from a 27-0
be
by University of San
Francisco and drubbing an outmanned Pepperdine Wave eleven,
48-7.

Frosh Stress
Pass Defense
For Gael Tilt

San

San Jose State college freshmen footballers are hard at work
ironing out line play and pass
defense this week as they Prepare for their Friday game with
St. Mary’s frOsh.

EORNIER COACHES
(Continued iron\ page 6)
and Bill Hubbard, 19-16-49, have
accepted the ins itation to be
Of the 12
guests at the 141
former vouch Vs, lit r has I‘ AC I apt ed
I he invit at’ , others
have not been reached or will
not be able to be present due
Dud
Itments.
to other co:
Do Groot, Spartan coach front
-1443-to 19814,-tentl-now Prevent ly
head nla 11 at the University of
New Nievico, and E. R. "Ness"
Knollin, 1924-1928, iisr
of P.E. at the
PrOffYOO*
a e
University of Oregon, will not
. be able to :oppeatr, but will have
reisonal messages read during
t he half-time intermission,

The modern version of the Spartan tooth:VI team still he seen
by old-time coaches who will be honored at the Fresno-San Jose
State game this Friday night. Pictured here is one of the ground
gaining plays that San Jose used to defeat the Peppertiine Waves
in last Saturday’s game, 48-7, in Los Angeles. The players are
photo by Gmelin
unidentified.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

3 Months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

Est. 1900

Free Parking Next Door

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

Take Advantage of Our

SPECIAL RATES
DOWNTOWN LAUNDERETTE
321 North First Street
FRIDAYS 2

Jose’s undefeated cross
country team may he extended
in its meet with Modesto Junior
college
Saturday
afternoon,
Coach Don Bryant stated yesterday.
The jaunt will begin
at 3 o’clock at Spartan field.
"Modesto has’ a terrific runner
in Warren Emon, an Indian," he
continued, "and two other cap-.
able runners in Kurt Casey and
Allan Dunn, Their coach wouldn’t
have scheduled us unless he felt
that his team would give us a
good race."
Although he has been pleased
with the performances of his top
men, Coach Bryant pointed out
that the rest of the team was
coming along very well. "Paul Jennings has improved

The game will be played in
Moraga and the Spartababes are
Cossets Bob Bronzan’s Spar- faced with another tough oppo,
tans appear to have reached’ nent in the Gael junior eleven.
their mid-season form and The St. Mary’s team is reportedshould continue their winning ly their strongest in 10 years.
ways.
They lost a tough decision to the
Bemoaning the Loyola game, Cal frosh by a- very slim margin.
Jacobs said, "Loyola will probably
To strengthen his line, especially
beat us 75-9.
the interior line, Coach Tom
Of the 29 games that Fresno Cureton is stressing fundamentals
and COP have competed in since of line play. Also on the agenda
1921, the Bulldogs have won 16, is more pass defense work. The
MORE ON
lost 12 and tied one.
frosh team has been weak in

(4)04i
44144014

CORONA

FERMO CAMB1ANICA

By

Nightly Except
Thursday.

PALO ALTO

DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I

Biliy Meese. 1902, and II.
Mel )oilaid, 1923. arc der( i-1-4-1;
NIcii.a v. 1898: j. Woods,
1599: -11avitl Wooster.- 1921-22: !
and
her Crawbford, 1929-31,1
have not -been reached.
-;"4
I.
Evening’k tAtIvit*-1 ;of the
29 -year -history. of the FresnoSan Jose rivalry still be highlighted br. a demonstration of
the crack Bulldog band, reputed
Ii. be one of the best college
hands in the nation. The visitors will give an exhibition that
promises to better that of 1948,
when their "lights out" presentation drew the plaudits of
the crowd,

both departments in their recent
games.
So far the Spartababes have
failed to break into the win column this seascm. They lost their’--opener to USF, dropped a tough
, one to a Santa Clara team they
should have beaten if luck had
I looked their way, and lost a 28-7
decision to the Stanford frosh
Saturday at Palo Alto.
Work against the varSity tetuTthelps to condition the fresh for
their games, but does keep them
from pAtirg more stress on the,r
own weaknesses.
In addition to line work
pass ’defense the frosh team
spendl time practicing against
Mary’s plays in preparation
the Friday meeting with
Gael frosh.

and
will
St.
for
the

SANDWICHES
GOOD DONUTS
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
YUM!

YUM !

-

tremendously to where he is
now one of the top three Or
four," he added. "Roy Hodges
and Ed Hass have shown the
most improvement in the last
couple of weeks.
Other men who have been coming along lately are Newell
Strayer, Phil Moores, Bob Weber
and Bill Head." Inendentally, Jennings will be running against hi4
former teammates in this meet,
having attended the Buccaneer
college last year.
The whole squad will face Modesto again this week. The Spartans hold victories over Sim
Francisco State and Santa Clara
so far this season, defeating the
former 21-34 and subduing the
Brcineos /5-40.
The college will hold its first
annual invitational meet on
Nov. 10. San Francisco State,
Santa Clara, Cal Poly, awl College of Pacific will be entered,
and there’s a possibility that
Santa Barbara State will come
up for the event.
Tuesth*, Nov. 21, San Jose
State college still hold its anEveryone
nual "Turkoy Trot.’’
in the college is ins ited to cute.,
and the prizes are a turkey, duck
and chicken. The cress country
,guad mi,mbers will give the
other students a head start.
el I 5.

X IOU( I
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TRULY FINE
SHOE REPAIRING
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taneernan .1iin Simi son , who did
not returr. to the colIcee this
ceason.
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December Grads Decide
On Senior Activity Fee

Student Forum, La Torre Sale Starts;
Meet reatureg
300 Pages
Guest Speaker Features

First meeting of six planned for
Whether the San Jose State college December graduates wilt get the quarter by the Student Reliforum of the Student Y will
a senior activity come the end of this quarter, financed by the regular gious
be held tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. at
$9 fee or some lesser amount, is up to the graduates, senior class the Student Y, 272 S. Seventh
council members decided in a meeting Monday in the Student Union. street. Guest speaker will be Dr.
Arturo Fallico of the Psychology
Oliver Dibble, chairman of the*
activity arrangement committee, the fact that fewer students will department, according to Anne
reported that letters will be mailed participate than In June and ac- Dench, chairman of the forum.
to the graduates the end of this tivities will be limited to one.
Dr. Faille), will speak on the
week, explaining plans now being
Lanyon suggested a possible subject: "What kind of God do I
made for an event honoring them. charge of $2.50 per student to believe in, if any? What differThey will be asked to fill out a finance the event. The total De- ence does it make?"
postcard, mailed with the letter, cember senior fee would then
Participants will* be able to
indicating their preference of sug- amount to $5.72 instead of the
question Dr. Fallico immediately
gested activities. Dibble and his present $9. (A. fee of $3.22 is
following the conclusion of his
committee have discussed a tea charged for cap and gown rental
talk. Period for open discussion
dance, a banquet, and a picnic and cost of printing the diplomas.)
of religious subjects will end the
and Senior day similar to the Dibble was opposed to this plan
meeting.
Hearst ranch excursion made last because he had hoped, by using
Any interested student may atJune by graduates, as possible the entire $5.78 activity allotment
activities.
of the $9 fee, "a really nice ac- tend the meeting and take a full
part in the events as they transDibble said that he had tivity worth the amount could be
pire, according to Miss Dench.
graduates."
given
the
thought the regular $9 senior
urged
December graduates are
fee would be used in financing
the event. Milton Lanyon, sen- to attend Monday’s senior class
ior class adviser, however, told council meeting, Lanyon stated.
the council that upon conferring "The whole matter of financing
International Business Mawith the Graduate manager’s and choosing one activity can be chine corporation will sponsor the
office, he learned that a smaller discussed in detail as soon as we exhibition of the works of concharge could be made in view of know whether or not the gradu- temporary American painters and
ates want an activity," he said.
sculptors in the reserve book room
here Nov. 19-Dec. 17, according
to Miss Joyce Backus, head liContact lenses for nearsighted brarian.
Miss Edith Graves of the VetDr. Marques E. Reitzel, head
erans office asks the following vets peacocks cost about $75 each. Do
to call at Room 32 as soon as pos- we want this problem to exist in of the Art department arranged
sible: Fenton Grayson, Robert C. America, the cradle of democracy? for the showing here of 16 pieces
of sculpture and 32 paintings.
, Give to the Campus chest.
Lippe, and Howard Storer.

Tickets for 1951 La Torre, the
college yearbook, go on sale today
in the library archway from 9:30
until 2:30, according to Bill Lytle,
business manager.
This year’s book will feature a
specially processed cloth cover on
which a full-color campus scene
will be imprinted by the fourcolor process.
It will have divisions depiciing
water color scenes of the campus,
and done by student artists Mrs.
Pat Bell, Pat Anthony, Roy Morita, and Dick Alley.
The 1951 La Torre will be enlarged to almost 300 pages, and

SANDWICHES
PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
CV 2-4665

AMERICAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM
...you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,

because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.
AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM
...you have_no_unpleasant after -taste.
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give you
why millions of
smokers say: THEY SATISFY.
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every day
Between 6th & 7th on
East San Fernando
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April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under
the act of March 3, 1879.
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San Jose State College
Entwed as second class matter
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IBM Gives Show

Vets to Report

will include bigger sports and college life sections.
The San Jose State college
building expansion program will
be featured in the introductory
pages of the book.
This year there will be only
2500 copies of La Torre available,
according to Co-editor Iris Elwood.

CYpress 3-3063
Across street from Post Office

